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Lion’s Gate

What is Lion’s Gate ?

Leo’s Rays

New Moon in Leo

The 8 of the 8. Why the 8 ?

The tension between

Uranus and Saturn

I am that and THAT AM I
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Sirius has always been important 
and especially at the time of the 
great Egyptian civilization.
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Lion’s Gate

Each year The "Lion's Portal" is activated due to the 
return of the star Sirius to our night sky. 

From 26 th July to 12th August each year, the Earth, 
Sun and Sirius come in alignment under the sign of the 
Leo. This creates the Lion’s Gate Portal. 

Sirius, the closest star to our universe is the Greater
Sun. Our sun is a lens for the Sirian energies.

When the Sun and Sirius meet their energies combine 
and Earth, via her Heart, the Hierarchy, becomes the 
recipient of those intense energies.

This symbolises an opening of a cosmic portal 
between the Physical and Spiritual Realms
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Leo is a funnel for

Ray 1 Will and Power 
Ray 5 Science and Truth (also Aquarius)

The 3 suns are the Rulers of Leo
Physical Sun (Ray 2 Love-Wisdom)
Central Sun (Neptune - Ray 6 Devotion)
Spiritual Sun (Uranus R7 Magic, Order)… in 
link with Uranus in this new moon



New Moon, New Sirius Rising 
The new moon is a time to set intentions and launch

new projects. 

Since new moons happen once a month, 

We can see them as little cosmic resets. 

The new moon is an ideal time to set intentions and goals 

that you'll develop as the moon waxes toward fullness. 

Sirius rising in our sky is like a new birth, an other new cycle.

A good moment to set an intention for our Spiritual Self
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Sun conjunct Moon represents the end of 
one cycle and the beginning of another
new 28-day cycle. It gives an invigorating
burst of energy and initiative.
So this is an excellent time for making a 
fresh start

New Moon square Uranus (R7) brings
sudden and unexpected change, instability, 
chaos, and revolution. This New Moon is
also in opposition to Saturn, autority and 
structure

Struggle between
Past and Future; 
Restrictions and Freedom

https://astrologyking.com/sun-conjunct-moon/
https://astrologyking.com/sun-square-uranus/
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This Leo New Moon is a magical time to connect with
our Higher Self. Consciously connecting with our
Higher Self allows us to reach a new space of freedom
and power. "The Truth shall set us free ».

Set an intention
Think about what you want to create in your life. Allow
this creation to come from the heart and direct it to 
the world of physical manifestation. Working from the 
heart creates Harmony. 

This New Moon is a high energy moment of creativity, 
awakening our power through the connection to the 
higher frequencies of Uranus, the planet of awakening
and changes which is also very active on this new 
moon. Uranus is also related with the opening of the 
third eye and the elevation of our consciousness.

This gift from Uranus can be strong under this new 
moon, on the Lion’s Portal
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Why 8 of the 8 ?
The number 8 represents infinity.
8 is also the number associated with abundance
and higher realms of consciousness

Sirius our spiritual Sun illuminates the truth.
The sun is responsible for radiating life on 
the physical body. Sirius is responsible for 
radiating LIFE on the spiritual body.

Infinity 8/8. 8 day 8 month is symbolic of 
transformation
The sun is a lens for the Sirian energies

The true power of the Leo comes from his
mighty Heart. Let us link our heart chakra 
to the earth’s Heart chakra the Hierarchy
to the Vibrant Spiritual Sun, Sirius
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This Portal activates the Leo energy within us. 

Now is the time to connect with our confidence, our
potential, our intuition, our love and our courage. The 
energies of Leo are centered in the heart. 

The heart is a spiral of Love that descends from the 
monadic level. May this spiral of Love be our guide.
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«I AM THAT AND THAT AM I»

I am. This is the world of the personal, selfish, 
individual consciousness of Leo.

I am That. The Universe of Leo expands here
towards the Higher Consciousness which
prepares us the arrival of the Age of Aquarius.

That I Am. It is the Light of the Soul that radiates
the personality.

I am the Soul
I am the Light Divine
I am Love
I am Will
I am fixed design
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«I AM THAT AND THAT AM I. »

Leo stands in a unique relationship to the sun at the heart of our
solar system. The planetary and systemic alignment established at 
this Festival is a heart/soul alignment. The heart of humanity, the 
heart of the planet--the spiritual Hierarchy--and the heart of the sun
create the channel which extends to Sirius, that great "star of 
initiation" within the universe. Sirius has a unique relationship with
our planet Earth and through Sirius the pure energy of love flows
through the solar centre and into the planetary heart.

This alignment is evocative of the cosmic principle of Love and 
Freedom, both of which flow through Sirius and Leo into our range 
of awareness. These two principles are making an increasing impact 
on human consciousness, affecting all areas of life. As we seek to 
work with these energies and to cooperate with the spiritual 
Hierarchy of the planet, the result should be the increasing
manifestation in humanity of the principle of Love and the freeing
of human life from the bondage of materialism and all that tends to 
imprison the human spirit.
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To Sum Up

v Very important Leo energies this year with 2 full moons and 1 new moon on the Galactic Portal
v A Great Portal on the 8 8th month that permits the Sirian energies to penetrate the EARTH 
v Our sun is a lens for the Sirian energies
v Sirius that great “star of initiation” has a unique relationship with our planet Earth
v This alignment is evocative of the Cosmic Principle of Love
v The Sirian White Lodge is in link with Shamballa.
v Shamballa himself is related to the "Grand Lodge" of the "Grand Brotherhood" of Sirius and
v The Hierarchy and the Masters of the 5th initiation are also related to this Great Lodge
v This symbolises an opening of a Cosmic Portal between the Physical and Spiritual Realms

v This Leo New Moon is a magical time to set intentions and connect with our Higher Self. 
v 8 is a symbol of infinite and transformation
v Uranus and Saturn are in great tension. Authority / Freedom, Past / Future
v Significant presence of Ray 5 Science and Thruth (Aquarius-Leo). A possible revelation "The Truth shall set us free
v I AM THAT AND THAT AM I
v The 3 levels of the sun are linked. 
v Let this Beam of LIGHT from Sirius penetrate our Hearts
v This Portal is open until the 12 of August and will be followed by the second full moon in Leo on August 22


